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The notion of parallel reduction is extracted from the Tait--Martin-L6f proof of the Church- 
Rosser theorem (for fl-reduetion). We define parallel/~-, r/- and fitl-reduction by induction, and 
use them to give simple proofs of some fundamental theorems in2-calculus; the normal reduction 
theorem for fi-reduction, that for flq-reduction, the postponement theorem of q-reduction (in 
/~t/-reduction), and some others. 
1. Introduction 
A 2-term is either x, 2x.  M (abstraction), or MN (application), where x is a variable and 
M, N are 2-terms. Unless otherwise stated, capital letters M, N, P, Q, R . . . .  stand for 
arbitrary 2-terms, and x, y, z, u, v , . . .  for arbitrary variables. We refer to Barendregt (1984) 
as the standard text; especially, we use notations such as M[x: = N] (the substitution of  
N for free occurrences of x in M), M --= N (M is syntactically equal to N up to change 
of bound variables), ~,p ~,~ (one-step /3-, t/-, /~q-reductions, respectively), and 
~,  ~,  --~ (/3-, r/-,/3t/-reductions, respectively). 
We define the parallel/3-reduction =~ inductively; 
(ill) xTx  , 
(f12) 2x. M ~ 2x. M '  i f  M ~ M', 
P 
(f13) MN ~ M'N '  if M ~ M'  and N ~ N', 
I1 p 13 
(/34) (2x .M)N~M' [x :=N' ]  i fM=: ,M 'andN=>N' .  
Intuitively speaking, M=~ M'  means that M '  is obtained f rom M by simultaneous p 
reduction of some /3-redexes existing in M. Clearly, M~M'  implies M~ M" and 
M=:,M'r implies M---~M'p (proof  by induction on the definition of =~). Thus --~p is the 
transitive closure of =~ (but =~ itself is not transitive). In Barendregt (1984), M=,. M" is 
B p 
denoted by M--~ M'. 
1 
Likewise, we define the parallel ~/-reduction ~ by 
(t/l) x~x,  
q 
072) 2x. M ~ 2x. M '  if M ~ M', 
(r/3) MN ~ M'N '  if M ~ M'  and N ~ N', 
(r/4) 2v. Mv~ M' if M~ M'  and vCFV(M), 
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and the parallel flr/-reduction =*, by p~ 
(fir/1) x~x,  
(fir/2) )~x. M ~ 2x. M' if M ~ M', p~ p~ 
MN =*. M 'N"  if M ~ M'  and N ~ N', 
(fir/4) ( ) .x .M)N=~ M' [x  : = N'] if M=*. M '  and N=*. P~
(fir/5) 2v. My  ~ M'  if M =~ M'  and v r FV(M) .  
flrl flrt 
(FV(M)  stands for the set of free variables in M.) Intuitively, M=~ M' ,1 (M~ M,  respec- 
tively) means that M" is obtained from M by simultaneous reduction of t/-redexes (fl-redexes 
and/or q-redexes) existing in M. As before, we have 
M--* M '  ~ M =~ M'  =*. M'--~ M',  
q tl q 
M ~ M" =~ M ~ M'  =*. M---~ M' .  
P7 Pn P~ 
Therefore, --~, (~ ,  respectively) is the transitive closure of ~ (5)',., 
These notions ~-, ~ ,  =~ are substitution closed in the sense' 
Pn 
M, 7 M~(i ---- 1, 2) 
M i ~ M~(i = 1, 2) 
M, ~ M~(i = 1, 2) 
t t 
=~ MI[x: = M2) P Mj[x:  = M2], 
=*" Ml[x: = M2] =*" M~[x: = M'2], 
M,[x: = M21 7. M'l[X: = Mi l .  
See Barendregt (1984) lemma 3.2.4 for the inductive proof of the case =~. Similar proofs 
apply to other cases, and are omitted. 
In section 2, a short proof based on these notions is given for the theorem of postponement 
of 0-reduction (in flr/-reduction), together with some relations between =~, =~, =~. In section 
P ~ P~ 
3, we show that the idea of Tait-Martin-Lof proof of the Church-Rosser theorem for --~ 
# 
also applies to the case of-,,,  In the last two sections, we present direct proofs of the normal p, 
reduction theorem for ~ and that for --~. 
P #n 
The essential difference of our proofs from previous ones is that the parallel reductions 
make simple inductive argument sufficient o derive these theorems. In other words, by 
taking advantage of parallelism, one can avoid discussions of 'residuals' and introduction 
of auxiliary terms other than 2-terms. 
2. Relations Between Parallel Reductions 
For any 2-term M, natural number k ~> 0, and variables vl, v2 . . . . .  vk(~FV(M),  the 2- 
term 
;tv l. (2v2. ( . . .  (~v~. Mvk) . . . )v~)Vl 
is denoted by (M)k. (In particular, (M)0 ----- M.) 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose M ~ M', N ~ N', and k >t O. Then 
(1) (~x.M)~7~x.M', 
(2) (2x .M)kN~M' [x :  = N'], 
(3) (M)kN=~ M'N' ,  
(4) (M)k+, 7 (M' ) l "  
PROOF. When k = 0, they are trivial. So we assume k > 0. 
(1) (2x.M)k =-- 2vl. (,~v2. ( . . .  (~Vk. (2x.M)Vk)...)V2)Vl 
=*'2Or .M'[x: = Vk][Vk: = Vk-l]...[V2: = Vt] ~ 2x .M' .  
(2) (2x. M)kN = (2vl . (2v2. ( . . .  (Ark. (2x. M')Vk) . . . )v2)vON ~ M'[x : = N']. 
(3) (M)kN=- (2vt . (202 . ( . . .  (2vk.MVk)...)V2)vl)N 
~M'Vk[Ve : = Vx_ ~]... [V~: = V~][V~ : = N'] -- M'N' .  
(4) Since (M)kV ~ M'v by (3), (M)g+ ~ = 2v. (M)~v ~ (M') ~ providing v r FV(M).  
LEMMA 2.2. 
(1) M ~ x iff M == - (x)g for some k >~ O. 
(2) M =~ N~N~ iff M = (M~M~)~ for some k >t 0 and M~ such that Me =~ N~ (i = 1, 2). 
(3) M =~ 2x. N / f f  M - (2x. M')e for some k >1 0 and M' such that M' =*. N. 
~l tt 
Pgoo~. Immediate from the definition of =~. 
LEMMA 2.3. M=~ P ~ N implies M =~ P" =~ N for some P'. 
~ p It ts 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of  M. According to the definition of P =~ N, we 
consider four cases :
(ill) pmxmN.  
(f12) P= Xx.P~ ~ = N with Pl ~ Nj. 
(f13) P= P ,P2~N,  N2= Nwi th  P i~Ni ( i=  1,2). 
(f14) P =- (2x. P1)P 2 7 N~[x" = N2] = Nwith P, T Ni ( i -  1, 2). 
Except for (f14), the proof  is straightforward. In case (ill), M =~ M =, x --N. In case 
n 
(f12), by lemma 2.2, M - (;~x. Ml)k for some M~ =,., Pl and k i> 0. Then M~ =~ P~ ~ N1 
for some P'l by inductive hypothesis, and M~ (2x,P~)k ~2x.N~ =-N. In case 
/J n 
(f13), M -- (MiM2)k for some M i =~, Pi (i = 1, 2) and k ~> 0. Then Mi =ff P~ =~ N~ for some 
t t t P~ (i = 1, 2), and we have M =~ (P1P2)k =" N~N2 =--N. 
B 
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In case (B4), M = (MiMz)k for some M~ =,-2x. Pt, M2 =*" P2 and k ~> 0. Then, by 
lemma 2.2 we have MI - (2x. Q)I for some Q =~ Pt and 1 >f 0. Then Q =~ P~ =~ Nj and 
M2~P'2~N2 for some P'I ( i=1,2) ,  and by lemma 2.1 we have MIM2 = - 
(,Ix. Q)tM2 =~ P~[x: = P;]. Therefore, M - (M,M2)k ~ (P~[x: = P;])k =~,, Nl[x: = 
N2] ~ N. 
By a similar inductive argument, one can verify the equivalence 
M ~ N iff M =~ P:*  N forsomeP.  
The converse of lemma 2.3, however, does not hold. Indeed, 2x. (2y. yx)z :*, 2x.  zx =. z, 
but not 2x. (2y. yx)z ~ z. 
#n 
THEOREM 2.4. (Barendregt, 1984, corollary 15.1.6, postponement of rl-reduction). M --~ N 
implies M--~ P--~ N for some P. 
PROOF. By lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.5. (Barendregt, 1984, lemma 15.1.4). I.[' P ~ Q and Q has' a B-normal Jbrm, then 
'l 
P has a B-normal Jbrm. 
PROOF. By virtue of lemma 2.3, it suffices to show the lemma in case Q is in B-normal form. 
Suppose Q ~- 2xtx2.. ,  x,,,. xQ iQ2... Q,, (m, n >/0) where Q i . . . . .  Q,, are in B-normal form. 
Then, by lemma 2.2, 
with 
P - (2x~. (2x2. ( . . .  (2x,,,. P'h,,,... )/2h,, 
P' - (( . . .  (((X)k~Pt)k,P2)k~... P,,-t)k,,_,P,,)k,,, 
for some Pi=~Qt (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n), ko . . . . .  k,,, Ii . . . . .  l,, >! O. By inductive hypothesis (on 
t/ 
the structure of P), P~ has a B-normal form, say Ni (i = 1 . . . . .  n) ; then so is P', since 
P '~(xN~N2. . .N , , )k  for k=0 or 1 (cf lemma 2.1). Then, by lemma 2.1, we get 
# 
P ~ 2x lxz . . .  x,,. P" or P =~ (P') 1 (when m = 0 and l~ >~ 1), and therefore P has a B-normal p 
form. 
From theorem 2.4 and lemma 2.5, we know that M has a B-normal form iff M has a 
flt/-normal form as in Barendregt (1984). 
3. Church-Rosser Theorem for/h/-Reduetion 
In this section we extend the simple proof of Church-Rosser theorem for --- due to Tait 
and Martin-L6f (el Levy, 1975, appendix 1) to the theorem for ~ .  
[1~7 
THEOREM 3.1. (Barendregt, 1984, theorem 3.3.9). 
(i = 1, 2) for some N. 
M--~ Mi ( i -1 ,  2) implies Mi'-~ N 
/hi /hi 
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PROOF. We define the 2-term _/~ for each M, as follows :
(1) I fM-=x,  then37I-=x. 
(2) If M - 2x. Mi and M is not a r/-redex, then .~ = 2x. ~ .  
(3) If M =- MtMz and M is not a fl-redex, then M = ffI~ffIv 
(4) I fM  -= (2x. Mt)M,_, then .~r =_ Ml[x: = -/~2]. 
(5) I fM  =- 2v. M~v and v6FV(MI), then 3~ --- 214~. 
We claim that M ~ N implies N ~ M for any M and N. It means that ~ satisfies the 
Iht /Jrt [3~1 
diamond property ; 
M ~ M~ (i = 1,2) implies M~ ~, N (i = 1,2) for some N, 
Ih! 
from which the theorem immediately follows since ~ is the transitive closure of ~ .  
We prove the claim by induction on the structure of M. 
(1) I fM  _= x, then the claim is obvious. 
(2) If M-  2x. Ml ~N and M is not a ~7-redex, then N ~ ,~x. Nl for some Ni with 
Ml ~ NI. Since MI is a subterm of M, by inductive hypothesis we have Ni ~ Ml. This 
fin 
implies 2x. Nt ~ 2x. A4, -=-. A,I. 
[hl 
(3) If M=MIM2~, IN  and M is not a /3-redex, then N=NjN2 for some N/ with 
M, ~ N, (i = 1, 2). Then we have NINe. ~ Mlffl2 = M. 
(4) If 3'1 = (2x. Mr) M2 ~/J,, N, then either (4.1) N = N l[x : = N2] with M~~~ N~ (i = 1, 2), 
or (4.2) N = NoN2 with 2x. M~ ~ No and ~ N2. In case (4.1), N~ M~ (i = l, 2) and 
N~MI/~, [x: = JQ2]. In case (4.2), either (4.2.1) No-  2x. Ni with Mt ~Nt ,  or (4.2.2) 
2x. Mt --- 2x. Mox with x$FV(Mo) and Mo ~ No. In case (4.2.1), iV,. ~ M~ (i = 1, 2) and 
N-(2x.N~)Nz~ffI~[x:t~, = /~r:] = .~Q. In case (4.2.2), since Mt =-Mox~Nox, by in- 
ductive hypothesis Nox =~ ~,  and Nz ~/Q2. Thus, N-NoN~ =-(Nox) [x: =Nz] 
M~[x:  = M~]  - M .  
(5) If M -- 2v. Mtv => N with v $ FV(M1) then either (5 l) M~ ~ N, or (5.2) N = 2v. N' 
/Jq ' " lhl 
with M~v N.  In case (5.1), by lnductwe hypothes~s N~M~ =- M. In case (5.2), either 
[1,~ lhl 
(5.2.1) N' -N~v with M~ ~N~,e,~ or (5.2.2) M~v--(2x.Mo)v~No [x: =v] =-N' with 
M~176 In case (5.2.1), N~.M~ and N-2v .  N lv~ =-ff'I. In case (5.2.2), 
M~ =-2x. Mo~2x.No .  Then by inductive hypothesis 2x .No~Ml .  This means 
N =- 2v. N' =- 2u. No[x : = v] -= 2x. No ~ ]~1 ~ j~f since v $ FV(No). 
The proof just presented also shows the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let  ~o ==_ M and ~n+l  ~ p fo r  P ~-- A/I n (n ~ 0).  Then  M- -~N implies 
[I,1 
N--~_~4" for some n >i O. 
Iht 
PROOF. By induction on the length of the/?tt-reduction. 
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4. Normal Reduction Theorem for/LReduction 
The aim of this section is to give a direct proof of the normal reduction theorem for fl- 
reduction ; if M has a//-normal form N, then N can be obtained from M by the leftmost 
fl-reduction. 
h i ! 
We use notations -~, -~, and ~ for head B-reduction, internal fl-reduction, and leftmost 
h 
B-reduction, respectively. One-step head fl-reduction is denoted by ~.  p 
LENMA 4.1. 
h 
(1) M h-~ N implies 2x. M---~ 2x.N.  
p I/ 
h N implies M[x P] =P].  (2) M ~ " = ~ N[x: 
(3) M -~ N implies MP ~ NP, unless M is an abstraction9 
PROOF. Immediate from the definition. 
t 
We define the parallel internal fl-reduction ~ inductively ; 
i 
(ifll) x T x, 
i t 
(if12) 2x .M~2x.M 
P 
(if13) MN ~ M'N '  
9 i t 
I fM~M,  
P 
if M ~ M" and N ~ N', 
i 
(if14) (2x .M)N~(~x.M' )N '  if M=~m'~ and N~N'.p 
i i i i 
Clearly P -~ Q implies P ~p Q, which in turn implies P ~ Q. More precisely, P ~ Q holds 
iff either 
(1) P ~ 2~,.xP,P2.. .Pn and Q =- ~.fi.xQiQ2... Q~ with n/> 0 and Pj =~ Qj ( j  = 1,2 ..... n), 
or  
(2) P = 2~. (2x. Po)P,P2... P~ and (2 - 2ft. (2x. Qo)Q,Q2... Q, with n >I 1 and Pj ~ Qj 
( j=  0,1 ..... n) 
i 
for a sequence ~ of variables, a variable x, and k-terms Pj, Qj. In Barendregt (1984), ~ is p 
denoted by --~. 
I ,( 
The key lemma in our proof of the normal reduction theorem is the following. 
h i 
LEMMA 4.2. M :~" N implies M --~ P =~. N for some P. 
PROOF. We prove a stronger statement; 
M ~ N implies M P, M h M" h I, M(k) i . : : * 'N  
for some k >~ 0 and M u~ => N (j  = 1 . . . .  , k), # 
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by induction on the structure of M. (Here we write M r176 for M, M ej~ for M',  etc.) There 
are two possibilities. 
(1) IfMw_ 2~v.xm~M2...M,,, then N = 2f:.xN~N2...31,, where M j~Nj  ( j=  i . . . . .  n). 
i 
In this case clearly M => N. p 
(2) If M=-~) . (2x .Mo)MIM2. . .M ,  with n>~l, then either (2.1) N=-~v.(Xx.No)  
N, N2 . . .  iV,, or (2.2) N -- 2y . (No[x: = Ut])N2... N, where Mj =:, Nj ( j  --- 0, 1 , . . . ,  n). 
i it 
In case (2.1), by definition M => N. To prove the case (2.2) we assume ~ is empty. (The p 
proof for general ~ then follows lemma 4.I(1) and definition (i~2).) In this case, 
/s 
m -- (2x,  Mo)M1M2. 9 9 M, --* (Mo[x: = M,])M2. . .  M,  ~ (No[x: = NI])N2 9 9 N,, --- N. 
Since Mj ~ Nj and M/s are subterms of M, by inductive hypothesis we know 
h h h h i 
' 7 Mjkj) k j), kj >I 0 --+ M" M; k) M jTM;  ~ . ,~  . . . . . . . .  , /~ =~ Nj for some =~ Nj (k 0, 1, and 
( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  n). Then, from lemma 4.1(2) and lemma 4.4 below, we get 
h h 9 - t t r . .  h h 
Mo[X: = Ml] 7 m'o[x: = Mr] 7 M~ = M1] 4...--*~ P 
M(o%'[x : = M,] MCo*~ = M'I] 7 M(o*0[x: = M';] 
h h i 
4. . .  ~M(o*o)[x: = M] ~] 7 N0[x: --- NIl (*) p /1 
for some k ~< k,. Since M?  ) ~No ( j=  0,1,...,k0) and M~ :) ~N~ (j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k), we 
have 
M~)[x: = MI] =~No[x: ~ Nil ( j=  0,1 . . . . .  ko), and 
MCok~ = M~ j)] ~No[x:  = N,] (j = 0, 1, ...,k). 
h h p (ko+k } i Let M0[x: Mi] =. p..~ p,_~ p, , h = -'+ .--* =~Q----N0[x:=Nd stand for the 
/i p /~ " 11 
reduction sequence (.). Then by applying lemma 4.3 below to (.) n times, we get 
h h *M " h h 
M--+ PM2M3. . .  M,, ---+ P 2/1"/3... ~I,, 7"''7 
i 
P(P)M2M~... M ,~ QN2N3. . .N ,  ~ N, and 
?U)M2M3.. .M,,  ~N ( j=  O, 1 . . . . .  p) 
for somep ~< ko+k. 
LEMMA 
P ~ Q, then for some m <~ k 
h i 
h I, M"P  ~' -7 M ~'~ P ~ NQ, MP 4 M 'P  -~ . . .  
mcJ)P ~ NQ ( j  = O, 1 . . . . .  m). 
h L M Ck) 4.3. I f  M-~ M'  -~ M" -'*... N with M u) O, .. ~ N (j-~ 1, ., k), and 
and 
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PROOF. I f  there exist abstractions in M, M ' ,  M ' ,  . . . .  M r let M ~'" be the first one in the 
sequence. Then by lemma 4.1 (3) and definition (if14) 
h h 
MP ~ M'P -~ M"P  i, ~ . . .  ~ M~"') p=~ NQ, 
since M (''~ =~ N implies that N is also an abstraction. On the other hand, if there is no 
abstract ion in M, M ' ,  . . . .  M ck~, then for m = k we have 
h ]l l !  h h " 
MP--* M 'P~M P~ ... ~MI" )P~NQ,  
by lemma 4.1 (3) and definition (if13). In either case, dear ly MUlP ~ NO ( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  m), 
LEMMA 4.4. 
i 
P =~ Q, then Jbr some m <~ k 
It 
~, h " M"]  h /, 
P[x : = M] -"11 P[x : = M'] 7 P[x =- ~ . . --*p 
P[x : = M ~"1] ' =~ Q[x. = N], and 
[I 
P[x: =m r  N] ( j=  0, l . . . . .  m).  
h 9 h j h h i 
IJ" M --* M --+ M -~ ~ M ck) M u) . . .  =*, N with =~ N ( j  = O, l . . . . .  k), and 
i 
PROOF. Since P ~ Q, we have either 
(1) P ~ 2~.zP IP2 . . .P , ,  and Q =_ 2~.zQIQ2. . .Q , ,  with n >~ 0 and P J~Qi  ( J=  1 . . . . .  n), [1 
or 
(2) P ~ )1.~. (2z. Po)PtP~.. . -P ,  and Q =- 2~. (2z. Qo)QIQ2. . .  Q,, with n >1 1 and Pi 7 Q1 
( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  n). 
Because of  lemma 4.1(1) and definition (if12), it suffices to consider the case where fi is 
empty. Let P~=-P j [x : -  M] and Q~ i = Qj[x: = N] ( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  n). I f  z - x in case (1), 
then by lemma 4.3 
/ I t  9 t t J h h 
P[x: = M] ~ MP]P '2 . . .P ,  7 M P1P2 . . .P ,  ~"p "~e 
, i 
M~ NQ'tQ'~.. .Q,;  - Q[x: = N], and 
MulP'~P'2. . .  e'~ ~ NQIQ '2 . . .  Q,; ( j  = O, 1 . . . . .  m) 
for some m ~< k. I f  in (1) z is different from x, then clearly P[x: = M] =- zP'tP'2. . .  
i ~ i 
P,', ~zQ' tQ '~. . .Q , ;  = Q[x: = N]. In case (2), P[x:  = M] = ( tz .P 'o)P ' tP '2 . . .P , ,  =:" 
( tz .  Q'o)Q'I Q'2 . . . Q,', =- Q[x : = N]. 
h / 
The proo f  of lemma 4.2 is now completed. It says that M =~ N implies M --~ P --~ N for 
B B // 
some P. Next  we show that the same holds true under a weaker condit ion M-~ N. 
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LEMMA 4.5. M ~l~ P --*P N implies M-~ Q ~ N for some Q. 
PROOF. Since P-~N,  we have P-2 j " . (2x .Po)P IP2 . . .P ,  and N-2~. (Po[x '= Pd) 
i 
P2.. .P, ,  for some n~> 1 and ~, x, Po, P~ . . . . .  P,,. Next from M~P,  we know that 
M-- -2 f~. (2x .Mo)MIM2. . .M~ with some M~Pi  ( j=0 ,  1 . . . . .  n). This implies 
h 
M -+r~ 2~. (Mdx" = M~])M2... M,, ~2~.  (P0[x : ---- Pt])/ '2.-. P,, =- N, which together 
with lemma 4.2 shows the lemma. 
II i 
COROLLARY 4.6. (Barendregt, 1984, lemma 11.4.6). M--, N implies M--~ P--~ N for some P. 
l~ # ,~ 
i i 
PROOF. Recall that 7 (7 ,  respectively) is the transitive closure of ~B (of ~) ,  and apply 
lemnztas 4.2 and 4.5. 
F rom corollary 4.6, one can obtain the normal reduction theorem as in Barendregt 
(1984). 
THEOREM 4.7. (Barendregt, 1984, theorem 13.2.2, normal reduction theorem for --~ . I f  M p) 
I 
has a fl-normal Jbrm N, then M--,  N. 
II i 
PROOF. Induction on the structure of N. Suppose M-~ P-+~ N and N - 2j~. xN~N2...  IV,, 
where n >I 0 and Ni . . . .  N,, are in fl-normal form. Then P = Z g.xPIP2.. .P, ,  for some 
/ 
Pi -~ eva (J = 0, 1 . . . . .  n). Now by inductive hypothesis one gets P j -~ N1 (J = 0, 1 . . . . .  n), 
h / ~ / --, 
and therefore M -'~/~ P -= 2y . xP1P2 . . .  P,, t . xNtP~_ . . . . . . .  P,, --~ ).y xNIN2P3 P~ 
1 I 
--~.. 9 2~,xNIN,.N3...N,, = N. 
fl tt 
Similarly, we can prove from 
Barendregt, 1984, theorem 11.4.7). 
corollary 4.6 the standardization theorem for --~ 
B 
5. Normal Reduction Theorem for pt/-Reduction 
In this section, we give a simple proof of the normal reduction theorem for/h/-reduction. 
i 
The one-step leftmost flr/-reduction ~ is defined inductively as follows. 
/hi 
(1) I f  vr  then M - 2f;. (2v. Pv) t~ 2~.P. 
/hi 
h I 
(2) I f  M is not of the form above and M ~ N, then M --, N. 
(3) I fM  is not of the forms above and M - 2~. xMiMz . . .  M,, where, for some i (1 ~< i ~< n), 
1 
MI . . . .  ,Mi-1 are in fl//-normal form and Mi ~ Mi, then M~ Ay .xMiM2. . .  Mr_ IM; 
Mi+,...M.. 
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The leftmost Btl-redex is defined naturally : in case (1) the leftmost fltl-redex of M is )w. Pv, 
while in case (2) it is the head redex of  M. In case (3) the leftmost Bt/-redex of M is that of 




' Q, LmMMA 5.1. I f  O ~ Q' and Q 7 R, then either = R or there exists R" such that Q" ~ R'  
and R s R'. & 
PROOF. We may assume that the leftmost flq-redex of Q is an t/-redex, say 2v. Pv with 
1 
v CFV(P). Let Q ~. . .  (2v. Pv ) . . .  ~ Q" - . . .  P . . . .  Now the leftmost B-redex of Q is 
either in the t/-redex or thereafter. 
t 
(1) I f  the leftmost fl-redex is in P, then PoP"  for some P',  and we have 
11 / QoR=...(2v.p'v)...~,..p'....In this case Q'~P'.... 
P 11. P 
(2) I f  the leftmost fl-redex is Pv itself, that is, P-2v .P"  for some P',  then 
/ 
Q ~. . .  (2v. (2v. P ' )v ) . . .oR  - . . .  (2v. P ' ) . . . -  Q'. 
B 
(3) If  the leftmost fl-redex is after the t/-redex, suppose Q =-- ... (2v.Pv) ... 2+ 
11 / / 
R-  . . . ( ; tv.  Pv)~ ~176 Then R2+. . .P  ~ ~ ~ and Q '&. . .pooo  
fl,I 11 
/ 
COROLLARY 5.2. I f  Q ~ Q' and Q--~ R, then either Q" J-~ R or there exists R'  such that 
11~I P 
I 
Q" --~ R" and R ol R'. In the former case, the reduction Q" J~ R is shorter than Q ~ R, while 
I~ & II 11 
in the latter Q + R is of  equal ength with Q --, R. 
11 fl 
PROOF. Immediate from 1emma 5.1. 
l 
THEOREM 5.3. (Klop, 1980, theorem 5.8). I f  M has a fl~-normal form N, then M --~ N. Fq 
PROOF. By theorem 2.4, M--~ P -+ N for some P. Here we may assume that P is in/?-normal 
11 q 
form, because by lemma 2.5 P has a B-normal form, say P', and P ' - - ,N  (by theorems 3.1 
q 
1 1 / / 
and 2.4). Then, by theorem 4.7, we can write M = Mo-~ Mt ~ M2 7""  ----rp M,, = P for 
/ 1 / 1 
some m ~> 0. On the other hand, it is clear that P = Po o Pl o P2 o . . .  o Pe - Nfor  some 
I 
p i> 0 (where o stands for the one-step leftmost ~/-reduction). Note that the r/-reduction is
also a leftmost B~-reduction, since P is in B-normal form. 
l / / 
Let Mi be the first term in the reduction M0 ~ M1 o Mao. . .  o M,, such that the 
/3 /~  11 P 
leftmost Bq-redex of M i is an t/-redex. If there is no such /14- or i = m, then clearly 
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1 I 1 
M--~ P --~#,~ N. Otherwise, by applying corollary 5.2 to M~ --~ M,. we get 
I 
either /~r/~ l or 
9 ' I / 
Mi--~M,,, = M,. 
/ 
M, TM,. 
t 1 MIT  -- Pl 
where in either case the length of M~ M~, is less than or equal to that of MI-~ M,,,. By 
l 
repeating the same argument to M~ -~ M,;, as many times as possible, eventually we obtain 
a diagram as 
/ / 
M -= M0 -~ M; /~ " Mr,,, 
I I t 
M~--~ Mj ~ M., #,t # 
~n ; l #q J, l or  ~-  
i i 
o D o 
or  
l 




o-~ 0 - - -~  o 
P'l P 




Thus we have M--~Pk for some k <~p. (In the diagram, horizontal lines represent l?- 
/~tt 
reductions, and perpendicular lines t/-reductions. The r/-reductions can be repeated, but 
only finitely many times, since they decrease the length of 2-terms.) Finally by adding the 
/ ! / 
remaining r/-reduction Pk ~ Pp -= N at the end, we get M--~Pk --~N. 
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